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Create, train and equip your duck slayer and watch it make its way to the top Train your strength , health, defense, speed and special abilities of your duck. offensive abilities. Protect your airspace from enemies by shooting them with your arrows. Attack other ducks to gain experience and become stronger. Use your hunting
experience and shooting skills to reach the top. Attack other ducks to increase your experience. Train your strength, health, defense, speed and special abilities. Protect your airspace from enemies by shooting them with your arrows. Earn points for attacks when you win the battle.
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Complete the main story to unlock all side quests, and earn rare Duck Treasure chests that can bring you thousands of Gold Coins. As the game progresses, it gets more challenging, requiring a high skill level to beat them. **Tips & Tricks**. * Get into a strategic mindset by gauging the damage done to you, and the
punishment you will get if you continue fighting. You do not have to walk into battle expecting to win easily, so be prepared to rally. * You can fly in your plane to the nearest danger zones to heal up. * Gun turrets are one of the best ways to deal damage to your enemies, and clearing a sector is a good idea before you can
move to the next. * All the ducks chase you and shoot at you. They will not stop chasing you even if you enter a turret zone. However, they can be destroyed after you kill them. * Battle cards are a good way to gain extra Gold Coins or Spinner Power-Ups, and you can unlock them after clearing 3 waves. * You can upgrade

your game mode to be more difficult after clearing a certain number of enemies in one game mode. For example, if you clear 70 minions in the Tournament Mode, you can start the Tournament Mode with a higher difficulty. * To be able to start a tournament, the difficulty settings have to be already unlocked. * Set the
number of wave you want to clear to a custom number. * Change your game mode to see the ranking. * Watch out for the Item Box, you need to be careful how you spend your items. * Auto Coin Chest will get you a free 2,000 coins every day, until you are satisfied. Don’t worry if you are stuck on a certain level. We’re here to
help! You will need to fast forward 10 seconds after each blow, otherwise the duck will fly back to its original location. You can also slow down fast forward using the D-pad. Troubleshooting If you are not controlling your duck well, the problem may be because the duck direction controls are not functioning well. 1. Make sure

the duck is facing forward, and the delta key is not pressed. 2. You can also fix it by pressing the right dpad button, and dragging the duck to right, or left. Achieve c6a93da74d
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